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I N D E X

24-hour news cycle 182
2020 Summit 210–12

ABC Learning 43
academics, infl uence on policy making 

152–3
Accord 96
accountability
 in APS 250
 citizen-based 249
 forms that are relevant to policy work 

249–50
 see also public accountability
actor-centred institutionalism 97
Adams, David 133
Administrative behaviour 83
advisers 
 see political advisers
agency-structure debate, and role of the state 8
agenda setting theory 182
Agendas, alternatives and public policies 128
AID/WATCH 202–3
Ampe Akelyernemane Meke Mekarle ‘Little Children are 

Sacred’ report 222
An Inquiry into the Nature and Cause of the Wealth of 

Nations 44
Anderson, Pat 223
appropriation bills 23
‘astro turf movements’ 156
The Australia Institute 153
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 

(ACCC) 72
Australian Constitution
 division of powers (s51) 27
 and election of government 20
 executive power (s61) 21
Australian federalism 27–9
Australian Labor Party, and social democracy 49
Australian Public Service (APS)
 accountability framework 250
 ‘frank and fearless advice’ 149
 importance in policy process 150–1

 professional code of conduct 241–2
 values in 148–9
 see also public servants
Australian settlement
 impact of core policies 37
 key planks 36–7
 as policy context 36
Australian Tax Offi ce 202–3
authorised choice view of policy
 and classical view 4–5
 divergence from structured interaction 

perspective 11–12
 as vertical dimension of organisational 

construct 12

Bacchi, Carol 129
‘backward mapping’ 175
Bacon, Francis 40
Behan, Robert 249–50
Behrendt, Larissa 222
Bentham, Jeremy 40
bicameral parliament 25
Bishop, Patrick 32
‘blocking supply’ 23
‘bottom-up approach’ to policy implementation 

175
‘bounded rationality’ 83
Bridgman, P. 85–7
Bridgman and Davis policy cycle 85–7
Bringing the state back in 97
Brown, Bob 146–7
Buchanan, J.M. 92
budget cycle 22–3
building design, climate change and regulatory 

schemes 54–5
Building Sustainability Index (BASIX) 55
bureaucracy, and accountability 249

Cabinet
 composition of 21
 functions of 23–4
 infl uence on policy decisions 145
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Capital 48
capitalism
 socialist critique of 48–9
 and the welfare state 50
Carbon Reduction Trading Scheme 143, 165
Carr, Bob 181–2
Carson, Lyn 210–12
cartels 71
causality 8
central agencies
 and line departments 151–2
 role of 152
Centre for Independent Studies (CIS) 153, 154
Ceteris paribus 76
charities, banned from engaging in advocacy 

202–3
child care, ideology and public policy on 42–4
Child Care Act 1972 42
Child Care Benefi t 43
child sexual abuse 222–3
citizen-based accountabilities 249
citizens, recast as consumers 35
class analysis 95
Climate Action Network 107
climate change
 policy advice vs. political advice 171–2
 state or market responsibility 54–5
Colebatch, Hal 5, 11–12, 12, 129, 135, 173, 

200–1
Commonwealth Grants Commission, dispute with 

NSW 28–9
Commonwealth parliamentary system
 decision-making within 20–2
 ‘decline of parliament thesis’ 25–6
communication
 external 237–40
 importance in policy work 234
 internal 235–7
 writing a media release 238–9
 writing a policy brief 236–7
Communist Manifesto 48
community, language of 209
comparative research 230–1
concertation 213
confi dentiality
 of policy advice 162, 240–2
 whistleblowing and leaks 244–6
Connolly, William 96
conscience vote 145

conservatism
 confl icting values with neoliberalism 47–8
 defi ned 46–7
 view of role of the family 46–8
Considine, Mark 8, 102
‘constitutional politics’ 92
consultation
 advantages and risks to NGOs in having close 

relationship with government 213–14
 benefi ts to governments of a consultative policy 

process 200–1
 continuum of types of 203–4
 essential features of government attempts to 

engage citizens in 209
 and evidence-based approach to policy 200
 from participatory governance perspective 209
 justifi cations for public participation in policy 

process 200–1
 making it meaningful 209–13
 models available to governments 207
 risks to governments 214
 as a stage in policy development 198
 with stakeholders 207
 strategies and techniques 203
 Sydney Water’s consultations on desalination 

plant 204–6
 tokenism 210, 212
consultation process, modes of interaction 206
consultative bodies 213
consumer sovereignty 70
consumption issues, policies focussing on 10
conventions 20
corporatism 96
cost-benefi t analysis 64–5
‘creed of expertise’ 133
critical policy analysis 138–9
cultivation theory 182
Curtain, Richard 209

Dahl, Robert 95
Davis, G. 85–7
‘decline of parliament thesis’ 25–6
deductive theories 91
demand
 relationship to opportunity cost 68
 understanding 67
demand curve 67
Democratic Audit of Australia 199–200
‘democratic defi cit’ 138
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democratic deliberation in policy process 199–200
democratic legitimacy of policy processes 201, 210
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC) 

152, 220
deregulation of fi nancial system 30, 58
Dewey, John 41
Di Francesco, Michael 161–2
discursive policy processes 129–30
distribution issues 10
distributive policies 9
division of powers 27
Dryzek, John 138–9

economic expertise, infl uence of 133–4
economic models
 limitations of 77–8
 and partial analysis 77
 qualifi cation of fi ndings 76–7
 role of assumptions in 76–8
economic rationalism 45, 46, 60
economics
 central concepts of 60–8
 competing schools of thought 59–60
 and cost-benefi t analysis 64–5
 defi ned 58–9
 economic analysis vs. economic language 78–80
 and effi cient allocation of resources 58
 and marginal analysis 62–5
 and opportunity cost 60–2
 supply, demand and equilibrium 65–8
 see also language of economics
education
 Knowledge Nation 184–5
 private vs. public school enrolments 225–7
Edwards, Meredith 201
effective marginal tax rates (EMTRs) 47
Eisenhower, Dwight 62
Engels, Friedrich 48
environmental demands, and role of the state 53–5
environmental impact statements 112
epistemic communities 108
ethical dilemmas
 in public administration 243–4
 resolving 240
ethical questions, key values for resolving 240
ethical reasoning, ALIR imperatives 243–4
ethics
 and policy workers 240–2
 and public accountability regimes 234

Etzioni, Amitai 41, 218
evaluation of policy
 importance of 177–8
 nature of 178
 need for data collection 178
 role in policy process 179
evidence-based policy
 assumption of 220
 defi nition 220
 and disregard for evidence 221–3
 favoured by Rudd Government 219–20
 implications of 217
 and limits to infl uence of evidence 220–1
 weighting given to different sources of evidence 

231–2
executive
 concerns about dominance 24
 partial fusion with legislature 21
 relations with legislature 26–7
 see also Cabinet
exhortation, policy through 118–19
Exit, voice, and loyalty 241
expertise
 creed of 133
 vs. popular voice 208
externalities (or spillovers), and market failure 73–4

family
 and Family Tax Benefi ts 47–8
 social conservative view of role of 46–8
family impact statements 112
Family Tax Benefi ts, government intervention to 

protect the ‘family’ 47–8
federal balance, changes to 29
Federal Executive Council 21
federal government, responsibility to House of 

Representatives and Senate 26–7
federalism
 defi nition 27
 tensions in policy process 28–9
feminism, critique of role of the state 51–2
Fenna, A. 116–17
fi scal policy 119–20
Fischer, Frank 130, 133
foreign policy 145
‘forward mapping’ 175
‘framing’ 187
‘frank and fearless advice’ 149
free market environmentalism 53
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FuelWatch, Cabinet submissions leaked to media 
245–6

Fukuyama, Francis 46
Fung, Archon 138

Gaebler, Ted 31, 51
Garnaut, Ross 134, 171–2
gatekeeping
 an insider’s perspective 134–5
 policy discourse as 133–6
The General Theory of Employment, Interest and 

Money 49
geographic monopoly 70
globalisation
 impact on domestic policy concerns 13–14
 tensions with public policy 14–15
 and transnational policy-making capacities 15
‘the good society’, debates over what consistutes 41
goods and services tax (GST)
 Commonwealth Grants Commission dispute with 

NSW 28–9
 introduction of 58, 143
government
 big vs. small 30–5
 government–media relations 237
 and public relations management 237
 risks of consultation 214
 role in policy making 5, 6
 symbiotic relationship with media 181–2, 

189
government action, policy through 120
government intervention, and market failure 93–4
government services, contracting out 120
‘Green Mafi a’ 157
group theories 94–6
Gunn, Lewis 127–8, 173, 174–5

Hardin, Garret 53
Hawker, Bruce 181–2, 189
Hay, Colin 14
Hayek, Friedrich von 41
Hill, M. 249
Hindess, Barry 138
Hirschman, Albert 241
Hogwood, B. 127–8, 173
homelessness vs. housing 189–90
homo economicus 41
Hood, Christopher 51
House of Representatives 20

Howard Government
 control over participation in policy debates 198
 NT intervention 221–3
Howard, John 144, 232
Howlett, M. 88–9, 90–1, 111–12
Hughes, Owen 248

identity issues, policies focussing on 10
ideology
 defi ned 39–40
 and policy 40–1
Imperial benevolence 37
Implementation: How great expectations in Washington 

are dashed in Oakland 172
implementation of policy
 ‘bottom-up approach’ 175
 consideration during policy formulation 177
 demarcation from policy formulation 172–3
 implementation failure 173–4
 and need for backward and forward 

mapping 175
 ‘non-implementation’ and ‘unsuccessful 

implementation’ 173
 reasons why it is diffi cult 174–5
 and reshaping of policy 177
 ‘top-down’ approach 174–5
incentives, policy through 119–20
Indigenous issues 221–3
individualist theories 91–4
inductive theories 91
industry protection 36
Institute for Public Affairs (IPA) 153
institutional design, impact on policy actors 

111–13
institutionalism 96–7
interest groups
 importance of role 208
 infl uence on public policy 155–6
 and public choice theory 92
 using the media to place pressure on policy 

makers 191
‘the invisible hand’ 69
‘issue fi ltration’ 127–8
issue identifi cation and agenda setting 124, 126–9
Jamrozik, Adam 50
Janicke, M. 125
Jenkins-Smith, H. 89, 90
‘joined-up government’ 109
Jones, Barry 185
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Keating, Michael 207
Kelly, Paul 36
Keynes, John Maynard 49, 57
Keynesian economics 49
Kingdon, John 128–9
Knowledge Nation 184–5

laissez-faire perspective 44–5
language, importance in construction of social 

problems 130
language of community, seductiveness of 209
language of economics
 as infl uential gatekeeper 133–4
 positive vs. normative statements 78
 use of common words in uncommon ways 80
 use of word ‘rational’ 67
 vs. economic analysis 78–80
Lassell, Harold 85
law and order debate, policy advice vs. political advice 

166–7
law of supply 66
legislature
 partial fusion with executive 21
 relations with executive 26–7
libertarianism 44
life and death issues 145
Lindblom, Charles 84, 96
line departments, and central agencies 151–2
lobbying
 principles of engagement with government 

representatives 114–15
 prohibition on activities 114
Lobbying Code of Conduct 114–15
Lukes, Stephen 6

Machiavelli, Niccolo 40
macroeconomics 49, 59
Majchrzak, Ann 218–19
majoritarian vs. consensus party systems 24
marginal analysis 62–5
market failure 69
 and externalities (or spillovers) 73–4
 and government intervention 93–4
 and natural monopoly 75
 and public goods 74–5
 reasons for 70–2
 understanding 72
 and welfare economics 93
market forces 69

market-focused ideologies, on role of the state 
44–8

markets
 allocation of resources 69
 ‘the invisible hand’ 69
 perfectly competitive 69
 why they work well 68–70
Marsh, Ian 154, 168
Marx, Karl 40, 48–9
materialist conception of history 48
media
 implications of relative signifi cance of policy 

problems as ‘news’ 190–1
 infl uencing politicians via 191
 need to communicate policy message in 

30 second ‘grabs’ 184
 selection of leading news stories 189–90
 symbiotic relationship with goverment 

181–2, 189
 use by NGOs 238
media advisers
 mobility of 186
 role of 185–6
 as ‘spin doctors’ 186–8
media release, how to write 238–9
Members of Parliament (Staff ) Act 147
microeconomics 59
Ministers of State Act 1952 23
minority groups, and public choice theory 92
mixed economy 49
models, evaluating 100–1
monopoly 70
moral issues 145
Mulgan, Richard 246
Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) 

15–17
multi-party systems 24
Murray River plan 144

nation building 98–100
National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling 

(NATSEM) 153
National Farmers Federation 113–15
‘the national interest’
 and balancing competing policy advice 

168–72
 defi ning 170
 and rate of growth of GDP 170–71
National Pay Equity Coalition (NPEC) 109
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national security 145
natural monopoly, and market failure 75
neoclassical economics 45, 59–60
neoconservatism 45
neoliberalism
 confl icting values with conservatism 47–8
 and economic rationalism 60
 hostility towards consultative policy processes 

201–3
 key values 45–6
neo-Marxism 95
neopluralism 96
network governance 108–9
network theory 106
New Public Management (NPM) 50–1
‘New Right’ 45
New South Wales, dispute with Commonwealth Grants 

Commission 28–9
non-government organisations (NGOs)
 advantages and risks in close relationship with 

government 213–14
 forms of consultation engaged in 212–13
 importance of role 208
 use of the media 237–8
non-government politicians, ability to infl uence policy 

145–7
normative statements, vs. positive statements 78
Northern Territory, Commonwealth ‘emergency 

intervention’ 221

O’Dwyer, L. 220
O’Faircheallaigh, C. 240
Offi ce of Best Practice Regulation 112
Opal fuel, introduction of 146–7
opportunity cost
 defi ned 60–2
 and Production Possibility Frontier (PPF) 60–1
 relationship to supply 65
 relationship to demand 68
‘ordinary politics’ 92
Osbourne, David 31, 51

paid maternity leave (PML) 87–8, 130
Parsons, W. 100–1, 136
partial analysis, and economic models 77
participatory governance 201, 209
partnership model of state administration 200
party systems, majoritarian vs. consensus 24
Pateman, Carol 52

patriarchal power 52
petrol prices 125–6
pluralism 95
policy
 as an organisational construct 12
 as authoritative choice 4–5, 11–12
 characteristics (classical view) 5
 comparative perspective on 13
 how to think about 10–13
 material or symbolic 9
 political nature of policy 3–4
 reasons for studying 2
 role in constructing social ‘problems’ 12–13
 as structured interaction 4, 5–6, 11–12
 and theory 90–1
 when is a policy a policy? 172
 who infl uences 103–5
 see also public policy
policy actors
 academics 152–3
 advisers 148
 central agencies and line departments 151–2
 defi ned 102
 four key policy roles 103–5
 how they interact 105–11
 impact of institutional design upon 111–13
 interest groups 155–6
 line departments 151
 non-government politicians 145–7
 politicians 143–5
 role in formation of new institutions 113
 think tanks 154–5
policy advice
 and ability to ‘speak truth to power’ 162
 assessing quality of 161–2
 balancing competing advice and ‘the national 

interest 168–72
 characteristics of good advice 161
 confi dentiality of 162, 240–2
 ‘frank and fearless advice’ 149
 objective of 164
 and political opportunism 165
 relationship with policy making 160–1
 role played by public servants 235
 short-term vs. long term 167–8
 timeliness 162–3, 235
 vs. political advice 164–7
 well-prepared 235
policy advocacy 118–19
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policy agenda setting
 agenda setting theory 182
 how issues get on agenda 126–7
 infl uencing by using the media to place pressure 

on policy makers 191
 issue fi ltration 127–8
 Kingdon’s theory of agenda setting 128–9
 role of media vs. role of policy maker 188–91
policy arena 218–19
policy brief, outline 236–7
policy capacity 125
policy communities
 composition of 209
 evolution of 156
 vs. policy networks 106–7, 156–7
policy context
 and Australian settlement 36
 features of Australian policy context 19–20
policy coordination 151
policy cycle
 fi ve stages and their relationship to applied 

problem-solving 85
 importance of media in 182–3
 and real-world politics 87–9
 theory or model? 89–90
policy cycle approach, criticism of 88–9
policy designers 104, 148, 150, 154, 155
policy development
 analysing justifi cations for 130–3
 different weighting to different sources of 

evidence 231–2
 and interaction between policy workers 

156
 and role of consultation 198
 social construction perspective 124, 129–33
policy discourse
 as gatekeeping 133–6
 as politics 136–8
 as problem construction 129–33
policy evaluation 
 see evaluation of policy
policy expertise
 and democratic policy process 136
 importance and relevance of 135–6
 and infl uence of public servants 48–50
policy gatekeepers 104–5, 148, 150
policy implementation 
 see implementation of policy
policy incoherence 151

policy instruments
 advocacy 118–19
 choosing 118
 defi ned 116
 development and promotion by policy actors 

115–16
 exhortation 118–19
 government action 120
 incentives 119–20
 regulation 121–2
 trends in selection of 116
 typologies of 116–18
policy issues
 commission a new report to attract media 

attention 192–3
 creating a crisis to gain public attention 192
 develop a new solution to place pressure on 

policy makers 193–4
 proactive strategies for attracting media and 

ministerial interest 194
 reactive strategy for attracting media and 

ministerial interest 194
 regular updates to maintain public attention 194
policy malpractice, whistleblowing and leaks 244
‘policy myth’ 12
policy networks
 advantages of informal networks 106–7
 analysis of 106–11
 evolution of 156
 NPEC example 109
 vs. policy arena 218
 vs. policy communities 106–7, 156–7
‘policy on the run’ 163–4
policy problems
 constructivist or interpretive view of 129
 how and why issues become worthy of a policy 

response 124–6
 implications of relative newsworthiness 190–1
 policy discourse as problem construction 

129–33
 value neutrality in identifi cation of 130
policy process 5
 democratic deliberation in 199–200
 democratic legitimacy of 201, 210
 democratising 138–9
 determining participants 198–200
 formal model of 12
 issue identifi cation and agenda setting 124, 

126–9
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 non-linear view of 154–5, 221
 power in 6–7
 social constructive perspective 124, 129–33
 tensions arising in federal system 28–9
 vs. policy arena 218
policy process model 84–9
 see also policy cycle
policy promoters 103–4, 154, 155
policy research 218–19
 comparative research 230–1
 qualitative research 228–30
 quantitative research 224–8
 strategies for 223
 weighting of different sources of evidence 

231–2
policy researchers 103, 148, 150, 154, 155
policy roles 103–5
policy subsystems 102, 111
policy workers
 and consultation process 209–10
 interaction between 156–7
 key values for resolving ethical 

questions 240
 knowledge needed 10–11
 mobility and potential for confl icts of 

interest 157
 need to understand uses and limitations of 

‘spin’ 188
 professional ethics 240–2
 whistleblowing and leaks 244–6
political advice
 objective of 164
 and opportunism 165
 vs. policy advice 164–7
political advisers
 compared to public servants 149
 function of 147
 role in policy process 148
political decision making, role of ‘balance’ 169–70
political opportunism 165
politicians
 infl uencing via the media 191
 as policy actors 143–5
politics
 defi ned 3
 and determining who can be involved in policy 

process 198–200
 and expedient allocation of resources 58
 and policy discourse 136–8

positive statements, vs. normative statements 78
Powell, P. 117
Power: A radical view 6
power, multidimensional view of 6
Pratt, Richard 71
predatory pricing 71
Pressman, Jeffrey 172
price fi xing 71–2
Prime Ministers
 infl uence on policy 144–5
 role and power of 23
private, vs. public 8, 52
privatisation 31–4
proactive media strategy 194–5
procedural policies 8
production issues, policies focussing on 9
Production Possibility Frontier (PPF) 60–1
professional ethics
 resolving dilemmas 240–4
 whistleblowing and leaks 244–6
professional lobbyists, role of 113–15
public
 changing use of term 7
 notion of ‘the public’ in public policy 7
 vs. private 8, 52
public accountability
 and bureaucracy 249
 importance of 246
 renewing 246–8
public accountability regimes, ethical dimensions 

234
public actors, in public choice theory 92
public administration, ethical dilemmas and ethical 

reasoning 243–4
public choice theory 91–3
 determining legitimate stakeholders 208
 and minority or interest groups 92, 198
 policy processes constrained by self-interest 

rhetoric 201–3
 and political actors 92
public goods, and market failure 74–5
public policy
 balancing political and economic objectives in 

allocation of resources 58
 and class analysis 95
 classical view 4
 comparative approach to 13
 and corporatism 96
 defi nitions of 3–4
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 in a globalising world 13–17
 instutionalism 96–7
 and notion of ‘the public’ 7
 pluralist approach to 95
 and public choice theory 91–3
 and rational choice theory 91
 and statism 97–100
 types of 8–10
public policy decision making 82
 evaluating models and theories 100–1
 group theories 94–6
 incrementalist approach to 84
 individualist theories 91–4
 ‘policy on the run’ 163–4
 political nature of 3
 rationalism and incrementalism 82–4
 rationalist approach to 82–4
 relationship to policy advice 160–1
 structural theories 96–100
 without consultation or research 163
public relations 237
public sector ethics, defi ned 240
public sector reform
 debates about 30–5
 and policy networks and communities 

109
 potential drawbacks of 32
 privatisation 31–4
 recasting citizens as consumers 35
public servants
 and democratic policy process 136
 infl uence and expertise 133–4
 roles in policy formulation process 149
 whistleblowing and leaks 244–6
 see also Australian Public Service (APS)
Public Service Act 147
Pusey, Michael 46, 97

qualitative research 228–30
quantitative research 224–8

Ramesh, M. 88–9, 90–1, 111–12
rational choice theory 91
rationalism 82–4
Rawls, John 41
reactive media strategy 194–5
redistributive policies 9
refl exive policies 10
Register of Lobbyists 114

regulation
 attitudes towards 121–2
 policy through 121–2
Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS) 112
regulatory policies 9
Reinventing government 31, 51
reinventing government thesis 31–2
relative autonomy of the state 95
representative democracy 20
‘responsible Cabinet government’ 21
responsible government 20–1, 248
Rhodes, Rod 106
role of the state 7–8
 agency-structure debate 8
 and climate change 54–5
 contemporary debates 41–2, 50–5
 critical perspectives 50–5
 environmental critique 53–5
 feminist critique 51–2
 key philosophers 40–1
 market-focused ideologies 44–8
 New Public Management (NPM) 50–1
 relative autonomy of the state 95
 state focused ideologies 48–50
 and views on role of the family 46–8
Rozzoli, Kevin 246–8
Rudd, Kevin 182–3, 219–20
 Rudd Government
 2020 Summit 210–12
 evidence-based policy 219–20
Russell, C. 117

Sabatier, P. 89, 90
Saunders, Peter 154
Savage, Shelley 186
self-regulatory policies 9
Senate
 power of 26–7
 proportional representation 26
 role of 25
Senate Estimates Committees 23
separation of powers 21
Shergold, Peter 147
Simon, Herbert 83
Skocpol, Theda 97
Smith, Adam 44, 68–70
smoking, government intervention to ban 

93–4
Smyth, Paul 50
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social democracy, and role of the state 48, 49
social issues 145
social networks 108
Social Policy Research Centre (SPRC) 153
social problems
 homelessness vs. housing cost and availability 

189–90
 importance of language in construction of 130
 role of policy in constructing 12–13
socialism 45, 48–9
sociological individualism 92
‘spin’
 defi nition of 186–7
 uses and limitations of 188
 vs. framing 187
 vs. obfuscation and deception 188
‘spin doctors’, role of 187
SPRC Disability Support Pension 229
stakeholders
 consultation with 207
 determining legitimate stakeholders 208
 expertise vs. popular voice 208
 and the language of community 209
 and relationship with government 213–14
state, the 
 see role of the state
state administration, partnership model of 200
state focused ideologies, on role of the state 48–50
state paternalism 37
statism 97–100
statist developmentalism 54
Stockwell, Steven 187
Stop MAI Coalition campaign 15–17
structural theories 96–100
structured interaction perspective on policy 4, 5–6
 divergence from authorised choice view 11–12
 as horizontal dimension of organisational 

construct 12
subsidies 120
substantive policies 8
supply
 defi ned 65
 law of 66
 long run and short run 65–6
 relationship with opportunity cost 65
supply curve 65, 66
sustainable development 53–5
Sydney Water, consultations on desalination plant 

204–6

tax exemptions 120
Taylor, Marilyn 209
The Calculus of Consent 92
theories
 evaluating 100–1
 vs. models 89–90
theory, and policy 90–1
think tanks
 function of 153
 infl uence on public policy 154–5
Tiffen, Rod 186
tokenism 210, 212
‘top-down’ approach to policy implementation 

174–5
Trade Practices Act 1974 72
tragedy of the commons 53
transnational policy-making capacities 15
Tulloch, G. 92
24-hour news cycle 182
2020 Summit 210–12
two-party system 24–5

unemployment
 defi nition of 224–5
 implications of defi nition 225
 measurement of 224–5
utilitarianism 40

value confl icts, alternative responses to 241
value neutrality 130
Vespaandonk, R. 198
Victoria ambulance service, privatisation 33–4
Vining, A. 240, 241
Visy Industries scandal 72

wage arbitration 36
Waller, Mike 235
Wanna, John 32
Ward, Ian 237
Weimar, D. 240, 241
welfare economics 92
welfare state
 and capitalism 50
 emergence of 45, 49–50
Western Australian Health Promotion Strategic 

Framework 2007–2011 175–7
Westminster system 20
whistleblowing, and leaks 244–6
White Australia Policy 36
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Whitlam, Gough 58
‘whole of government’ reform 109
Wildavsky, Aaron 172
Wilderness Society, Franklin River campaign 238
women
 impact of EMTRs 47
 impact of Family Tax Benefi t 47–8

Women’s Electoral Lobby 238
‘working families’ 136–8

Yeatman, Anna 200
Yencken, D. 168
Young, Liz 26
Young, Sally 235, 238
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